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	This user-friendly book offers help to anyone who needs to brush up on his or her English. Written in short, easily understandable sections, it deals with the basics of writing good English. There are sections on punctuation, sentence construction, and spelling. All the common pitfalls are tackled, such as when to use apostrophes and how to spell those frequently misspelt words. The reader is shown how to adopt different styles needed for writing a report, essay or short story, and useful exercises and illlustrations are included throughout the book.
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Professional SharePoint 2007 Development (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
If you're a .NET or Microsoft Office developer, this book gives you the tools to utilize the entire SharePoint platform. It offers practical insights that will help you take advantage of this integrated suite of server capabilities along with specific examples of how to implement classes of solutions on top of the platform. You'll be able to apply...
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The Empire State Building (Building America: Then and Now)Chelsea House Publications, 2009
It was to be a structure like no other - the largest and tallest skyscraper in the world. Initial plans for the Empire State Building called for an Art Deco masterwork to rise 1,000 feet, with 80 stories of rental space. The high-rise was to completely fill the 84,000-square-foot site of the former Waldorf-Astoria, then New York's most opulent...
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CompTIA Linux+ Study Guide: 2009 ExamSybex, 2010
Authoritative coverage on the first Linux+ exam revision in more than five years

The Linux+ exam is an entry-level Linux certification exam administered by CompTIA that covers your knowledge of basic Linux system administration skills. With this being the first update to the exam in more than five years, you'll need to be prepared...
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Next Generation SSH2 Implementation: Securing Data in MotionSyngress Publishing, 2008
The most up-to-date information on the next generation of SSH and how to incorporate into your organization's security environment.     

   New security risks, continuously evolving regulation and increasing security standards have created new and growing needs for secure internal information transfers, which SSH provides. This book...
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Deploying Optical Networking Components (McGraw-Hill Telecom)McGraw-Hill, 2001
With cheaper bandwidth and greater robustness, optical networking components are looking increasingly tempting--perhaps even mandatory for maintaining your network's competitive edge. Here's how you get there from here, without being overwhelmed by optical science.  

  Optical technologies' advantages over copper have caught your...
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The Role of Labour Mobility and Informal Networks for Knowledge TransferSpringer, 2004
The purpose of this volume is to analyze the microfoundations of knowledge spillovers. The microeconomic analysis of spillovers leads to the insight that the spillover and flow of knowledge is not at all automatic. Instead, this volume suggests that a filter exists between knowledge and its economic application. The focus of this volume is on...
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